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This is a description of the DynamicStream class. A DynamicStream item is defined by three properties: codec,
streamID, and data. The codec property specifies the codec used to compress the data. The streamID property specifies
the stream identification code that is used by the server to identify the stream and its bit rate. Finally, the data property
is an array with one element for each piece of data that belongs to this stream. The size of this array is specified by the

bitrate property. The class methods getSize and getSizeAsync are used to determine the size of the data. Coding and
compression: A piece of data can be compressed using the arithmetic coding algorithm, which is the default codec for
streams. This algorithm quantizes the data into quantized sequences (q-sequences) using a quantization parameter q. By

default, the bitrate can be specified in bits per second. The default compression ratio is 46:1, as in the following
example: strm = new DynamicStream( "sample", // Specify the stream name "rtmp://www.mysite.com/stream",

"123456789abcdef123456789abcdef", "rtmp://www.mysite.com/stream2", "123456789abcdef123456789abcdef",
"123456789abcdef123456789abcdef", 4710, // Set the bitrate 2, // Specify the depth "", // Set the codec null, // Specify

null for the a
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In a DynamicStream object, the streamType property specifies the codec used to encode the media streams. The
streamType property can have one of the following values: "compressedH263": this is the codec used to compress the
H.263 streams. "compressedMPEG2": this is the codec used to compress the MPEG-2 streams. "compressedMPEG4":

this is the codec used to compress the MPEG-4 streams. "compressedSVQ3": this is the codec used to compress the
Sorenson Video 3 streams. "compressedVorbis": this is the codec used to compress the Vorbis streams.

"compressedTheora": this is the codec used to compress the Theora streams. "compressedPCM-16": this is the codec
used to compress the PCM streams. "compressedPCM-8": this is the codec used to compress the PCM streams. "g722":
this is the codec used to compress the G.722 streams. "g722-24": this is the codec used to compress the G.722 streams.

"g722-32": this is the codec used to compress the G.722 streams. "g722-40": this is the codec used to compress the
G.722 streams. "g726-16": this is the codec used to compress the G.726 streams. "g726-24": this is the codec used to
compress the G.726 streams. "g726-32": this is the codec used to compress the G.726 streams. "g726-40": this is the

codec used to compress the G.726 streams. "g726-48": this is the codec used to compress the G.726 streams.
"g726-64": this is the codec used to compress the G.726 streams. "g726-80": this is the codec used to compress the
G.726 streams. "g726-96": this is the codec used to compress the G.726 streams. "gsm": this is the codec used to

compress the GSM streams. "h263": this is the codec used to compress the H.263 streams. "h263-2000": this is the
codec used to 09e8f5149f
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class DynamicStream and class DynamicStreamItem constructor methods: setPlayMode, setPlayMode, setPlayMode
play method. This is a method of sending the provided URL to the new stream. It is mandatory for creating a new
dynamic stream. class DynamicStream with class DynamicStreamItem was introduced. You can use the setPlayMode
and setPlayMode methods and properties to create a dynamic stream. When the app is started, the default item of the
dynamic stream is selected. So all the possible calls to the setPlayMode and setPlayMode methods and properties are
used to switch between two dynamic streams and you can create as many dynamic streams as you want. This is a good
app to create a dynamic playlist and switch between videos from the playlist. Adobe ActionScript 3.0 Dynamic
Streaming ActionScript Code Examples: DynamicStreamItem.play("") DynamicStreamItem.play("") Adobe
ActionScript 3.0 Dynamic Streaming with DynamicStreamItem Code Examples: trace("DynamicStreamItem: " +
DynamicStreamItem.play("").length) trace("DynamicStreamItem: " + DynamicStreamItem.play("").length) The
following example shows how to develop a dynamic streaming application in Adobe ActionScript 3.0: var
hostUrl:String; var data:String; var page:int; var token:String = ""; //Creates a new Flash Player instance. var
mc:MovieClip = new MovieClip(); //Creates a new DynamicStream with the name'stream' and the data

What's New in the Adobe ActionScript 3.0 Dynamic Streaming Class?

The Adobe ActionScript 3.0 Dynamic Streaming Class provides an object-oriented model for the dynamic switching
between streams by MediaStream objects. A stream is identified by a URI, a container format, a configuration, and a
version. When switching between streams, MediaStream objects are used as keys in a hash table. The key is a
MediaStream object, and the value is a child object that provides the dynamic programming behavior. The child
objects of a MediaStream object inherit from the DynamicStreamItem class. The DynamicStreamItem class defines the
methods and properties for the playback of streams. The dynamic streaming process starts when the MediaStream
object is instantiated. In this process, a MediaStream object is created, in which the MediaStream.uri,
MediaStream.container, MediaStream.configuration, and MediaStream.version parameters are defined. This object is
then stored in a hash table. The child objects of the MediaStream object are the keys in the hash table. The keys are
MediaStream objects, and the values are objects inheriting from the DynamicStreamItem class. The
DynamicStreamItem class defines the methods and properties for the playback of streams. The keys and child objects
in the hash table inherit from the DynamicStreamItem class. The class also includes a method to remove a MediaStream
object from the hash table. The MediaStream object is deleted when it is no longer needed. The child objects keep the
same dynamic behavior. Remarks: The DynamicStreamItem class is not available in Flash Builder projects. In
ActionScript 3.0 Dynamic Streaming, Adobe Media Server controls the media streams by switching between different
streams. In an application using the DynamicStream class, only one MediaStream object is used as a key in a hash table
that maps URIs to MediaStream objects. When the application switches streams, new properties are added to the
MediaStream object. For example, when switching between streams, you can use the codec, data rate, sample rate, and
frame rate for instance. When switching between files, the new properties are not applicable. For more information
about the other properties, see the MediaStream class description. For more information about the properties available
when switching between streams, see the MediaStreamItem documentation. EncodeMP3 When the Adobe Flash
Player 11 runtime is used, EncodeMP3 is no longer supported. You can use the following API instead:
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System Requirements For Adobe ActionScript 3.0 Dynamic Streaming Class:

Supported Platforms: Xbox One, Xbox One X Release Date: 2/20/18 Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit Processor:
Intel Core i5-4590 @ 3.3 GHz or AMD Ryzen 5 1600 @ 3.1 GHz Memory: 16 GB RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 760 @ 1 GB VRAM or AMD Radeon HD 7900 series Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended:
OS: Windows 10 Fall Creators Update (build 1709
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